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G raph-based D iscrete D ifferential G eom etry for 
C ritical Instance F iltering
Elena M archiori
Department of Computer Science, Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
A b s tra c t. Graph theory has been shown to provide a powerful tool for 
representing and tackling machine learning problems, such as cluster­
ing, semi-supervised learning, and feature ranking. This paper proposes 
a graph-based discrete differential operator for detecting and eliminating 
competence-critical instances and class label noise from a training set in 
order to improve classification performance. Results of extensive exper­
iments on artificial and real-life classification problems substantiate the 
effectiveness of the proposed approach.
1 In trodu ction
In graph-based d a ta  analysis, a da tase t is represented as a graph, where the 
vertices are the instances of the  d a tase t and the edges encode a pairwise rela­
tionship between instances. For instance, the  nearest neighbor relation between 
points of a finite set in the Euclidean space can be described by the popular near­
est neighbor (proxim ity) graph [3, 27]. Concepts and m ethods from graph theory  
are then  used for ex tracting  knowledge from such a representation. In particular, 
the  graph Laplacian provides a n a tu ra l in terp re ta tion  to  the geometric struc tu re  
of datasets. I t has been used in machine learning for tackling diverse tasks such 
as dim ensionality reduction and clustering, e.g., [4,29], feature selection, e.g., 
[19,34], and sem i-supervised learning, e.g., [35,36].
This paper shows how the graph Laplacian operator can be directly  used for 
filtering com petence-critical instances and class label noise from a train ing  set, 
in order to  improve test accuracy.
Research on instance selection focusses m ainly on three types of filtering 
techniques [8]: com petence preservation, com petence enhancem ent, and hybrid 
approaches. C o m p e ten ce  p re s e rv a tio n  algorithm s, e.g., [1,14], remove irrelevant 
points, th a t is, th a t do not affect the classification accuracy of the train ing  
set. C o m p e ten ce  e n h a n c e m e n t m ethods, e.g., [23, 26, 28, 31], remove noisy points, 
such as those w ith a wrong class label, as well as points close to  the  decision 
boundary, yielding to  sm oother decision boundaries, in order to  increase classi­
fier accuracy. H y b rid  m ethods, e.g., [8, 20, 24, 25, 32], aim  a t finding a subset of 
the train ing set th a t is bo th  noise free and does not contain irrelevant points. 
A lternative m ethods use prototypes instead of instances of the  tra in ing  set, see 
for instance [21].
The algorithm  proposed here belongs to  the so-called co m p eten ce  en h a n c e ­
m e n t  m ethods. I t differs from previous m ethods for th is task  in the way it ex­
trac ts  inform ation from the  neighborhood of an instance in order to  m easure its 
relevance. Indeed, while previous m ethods are based on ’s ta tic ’ m easures, such 
as being correctly classified, the proposed m ethod uses a ’differential’ measure, 
defined by m eans of a graph Laplacian operator. Specifically, we consider the 
graph-based representation of two class dependent K  nearest neighbor (KNN) 
relations defined over pairs of instances: the  within- and between- class KNN. 
The between-class KNN graph is used to  define a graph Laplacian operator. 
The within-class KNN graph is used to  define the within-class degree function, 
m apping vertices to  their degree.
The application of the Laplacian operator to  such function, called L ap lace  
sc o r in g , provides such differential m easure of instance relevance. It measures 
the flow of the within-class degree function a t each vertex of the between-class 
KNN graph. Vertices w ith negative Laplace score are either close to  the  KNN 
decision boundary  or are outliers. This m otivates the in troduction  of a simple 
Laplace-based instance filtering algorithm , which removes instances having neg­
ative Laplace score.
To the best of our knowledge, th is work presents the  first a ttem p t to  perform  
class noise instance filtering using a graph-based differential approach.
In  order to  test com paratively the effectiveness of th is approach, extensive 
experim ents on artificial and real-life d a ta  sets are conducted. We consider three 
classifiers: the KNN classifier w ithout instance filtering, w ith the popular W il­
son’s editing [31], and w ith Laplace filtering. Results of the experim ents indicate 
best test accuracy perform ance of Laplace filtering over the o ther m ethods, as 
well as superior robustness w ith respect to  the presence of class noise in the 
train ing  set.
Furtherm ore, com parison of Laplacian filtering w ith sta te-of-the-art editing 
algorithm s indicate sim ilar or improved generalization perform ance of the  1-NN.
Finally, we investigate the  use of Laplacian filtering for im proving the perfor­
m ance of classifiers o ther th an  1-NN. We consider SVMs w ith RBF kernels. These 
are related  to  NN m ethods, because each RBF m easures the  distance of a test 
instance to  one of the train ing instances. SVM train ing keeps certain  train ing in­
stances as support vectors, and discards others. In this way, SV M /R B F m ay also 
be viewed as a com petence-enhancem ent filtering m ethod. We investigate the  ef­
fect of Laplacian filtering as pre-processing step  by perform ing experim ents on 
datasets w ith different levels of added class noise. Results of these experim ents 
show th a t a t all considered levels of class noise, Laplacian filtering has no sig­
nificant positive effect on the  generalization perform ance of SVMs w ith RBF 
kernel.
In  general, the  results substan tia te  the effectiveness of graph Laplacian op­
erators for tackling the class noise filtering problem. Therefore th is contribution  
adds yet another successful application of such powerful graph-based framework 
in m achine learning.
We begin by setting  the stage w ith the  no ta tion  and m ain concepts used in 
this study.
2 Background
In this paper we use X  to  denote a da tase t of n  instances X  =  { x i , . . . ,  x n }, 
where x¿ is a real-valued vector of dim ension m. Let C  denote the  set of class 
labels of X , and let Z : X  ^  C  the  function m apping each instance x¿ to  its class 
label Z(xj ).
A graph G =  (V, E ) consists of a finite set V and a subset E  C V x V . 
The elements of V are the v e r tic e s  of the  graph and those of E  are the edges 
of the  graph. In this work we consider undirected graphs, th a t is, such th a t for 
each edge (u, v) G E  we have also (v, u) G E . We say th a t u and v are a d ja c e n t  
vertices, denoted by u ~  v, if (u, v) G E . The degree function d  of a graph is 
defined by d(u) =  |{v | u ~  v}|, where |S | denotes the cardinality  of a set S .
The graph norm alized Laplacian can be defined as follows. Suppose |V | =  n. 
Consider the  n  x n  m atrix  L, defined as
d(u) if u =  v,
L(u, v) =   ^ —1 if (u ,v ) G E ,
0 otherwise.
The (normalized) Laplacian of G is the  n  x n  m atrix
Í 1 if u =  v and d(u) =  0,T d c u f e  i f ( u , v) G E ,
0 otherwise.
The graph Laplacian operator L m aps real-valued functions on vertices to  
real-valued functions on vertices, defined by
L ( f  )(u) =  ~ L =  v  Ì .
3 Laplacian Instance F ilterin g
Denote by l a generic elem ent of C . Let X i  be the  subset of X  consisting of 
those instances having class label equal to  l. Define K N N (x , l) to  be the set of 
K nearest neighbors of x com puted am ong those instance in X l , excluding x.
Define the following two graphs. The w ith in -c la s s  K N N  g ra p h , denoted by 
G wc =  (V, E wc), such th a t V =  X , and
E wc =  | ( x j , x j ) | Xj G KNN(xj, l(x j)) or Xj G KNN(xj,1(xj))}.
Gwc represents the  (sym m etric) nearest neighbor relation between points of 
the same class in the  tra in ing  set.
Analogously, define the betw een -c la ss K N N g r a p h ,  denoted by G bc =  (V, E bc), 
such th a t V =  X ,
E bc =  {(xj, x j ) | (xj G KNN(xj, l) and l =  /(x j)) or (xj G KNN(xj, l) and l =  / (x j))}.
Gbc represents the (sym m etric) KNN relation between points of each pair of 
different classes in the  train ing set. Note th a t th is relation differs from the nearest 
unlike neighbor relation (NUN) [15] because it considers all pairs of different 
classes, while NUN considers one class versus the  union of all the  o ther classes. 
Clearly, for b inary  classification problem s the  two relations coincide.
The within- and between-class graphs w ith K  =  1 for a toy  binary  classifi­
cation problem  are shown in Figure 1.
Let L be the Laplacian operator of G bc. Let g denote the  within-class degree 
function, m apping vertex i to  its degree in G wc. g(i) can be viewed as an estim ate 
of the  density  of points of class label /(x*) around x*, since the more instances 
w ith label /(x*) are close to  x*, the larger the g(i) will be [34].
We define the L aplace score, denoted by Score, to  be the  real-valued function 
on vertices such th a t
Score(u) =  L (g)(u).
This function assigns a small score to  an instance whose neighbors from 
different classes (th a t is, its adjacent vertices in G bc) are in a region containing 
m any points of the ir own class, and few points of classes different from their one.
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Fig. 1. Graphs and Laplace score with K  =  1 of a training set for a toy binary classi­
fication problem in the real plane.
The within-class degree and Laplace score of instances for the considered toy 
classification example are shown in Figure 1. Observe th a t in th is example points 
w ith negative Laplace score are close to  the one nearest neighbor class decision 
boundary. This m otivates the in troduction  of the  simple A lgorithm  1 for class 
noise filtering, which removes from the train ing  set those instances w ith negative 
Laplace score.
A lg o r ith m  l  Laplace instance filtering 
In p u t: training data X of size n  
number K of nearest neighbors 
O u tp u t: subset S  of X  
Gbc =  between-class KNN graph of X  
G wc =  within-class KNN graph of X 
g =  degree function of G wc 
for i = 1  to  n  do 
S co re(i)  =  L(g) ( i )  
end for
S =  {xi e X  I S co re(i) ^  0}
The tim e com plexity of th is algorithm  is dom inated by the cost of build­
ing the between- and within-class graphs, which is quadratic  in the size of the 
train ing  set. However, th is bound can be reduced to  O (n  log(n)) (for small input 
dimension) by using m etric trees or o ther spatial d a ta  structures, as shown for 
example in [18], as well as structures optim ized for a d a ta  and query d istribution  
[5,9].
A pplication of Laplace instance filtering to  an instance of the  XOR classi­
fication problem  is illu stra ted  in Figure 2. Points filtered out by the algorithm  
are highlighted w ith circles.
3.1  J u stif ic a tio n
The score of an instance can be in terpreted  as a discrete divergence measure. 
This can be shown by using discrete analogous of differential operators. To this 
end, we use the results contained in [36].
Indeed, consider the  graph gradient operator, m apping real-valued functions 
of the vertices into real-valued functions on edges.
\ ^ (v) ^ (u)v) =
d(v) d(u)
Observe th a t in this definition, before com puting the variation of ^  between 
two adjacent vertices, the function value is split a t each vertex along its adjacent 
edges.
The graph gradient can also be defined a t vertex v, as
V ^(u ) =  {(V ^)(u , v) I (u, v) G E}.
Fig. 2. Application of Laplace filtering with K  =  1 to an instance, with class noise 
examples, of the XOR classification problem in the real plane. The points removed 
have filled markings.
The graph divergence m aps real-valued functions of the  edges into real-valued 
functions on vertices.
(d iv  ^ ) ( u ) =  ^  -  ^ ( v ,u )).
u - v V  d(v)
The divergence m easures the  net outflow of function ^  a t each vertex.
The following equality relates the  graph divergence and Laplacian operators:
=  - 1  d iv  (V ^).
By instan tia ting  the above formula w ith the graph Laplacian of G bc and the 
within-class degree function g we obtain
Score =  — — d iv  (Vg).
Therefore, the Laplace instance score is a m easure of negative divergence. An 
instance having high divergence value (hence small Score value) can be consid­
ered critical, since there is a high flow of w ithin-class degree a t th a t instance in 
a neighborhood characterized by m eans of the between-class graph.
4 E xperim en ts
In order to  assess com paratively the accuracy perform ance of the proposed filter­
ing m ethod, we conduct extensive experim ents on 19 Machine Learning datasets, 
using the  K -nearest neighbor classifier (KNN) w ith no train ing set pre-processing
Table 1. Datasets used in the experiments. CL =  number of classes, TR =  training 
set, TE =  test set, VA =  number of variables, Cl.Inst. =  number of instances in each 
class.
Dataset c l VA t r Cl .Inst. TE Cl .Inst.
1 Banana 2 2 400 212-188 4900 2712-2188
2 B.Canoer 2 9 200 140-60 77 56-21
3 Diabetes 2 8 468 300-168 300 200-100
4 German 2 20 700 478-222 300 222-78
5 Heart 2 13 170 93-77 100 57-43
6 Image 2 18 1300 560-740 1010 430-580
7 R ingnorm 2 20 400 196-204 7000 3540-3460
8 F .S o la r 2 9 666 293-373 400 184-216
9 Splice 2 60 1000 525-475 2175 1123-1052
10 T hyroid 2 5 140 97-43 75 53-22
11 T itanic 2 3 150 104-46 2051 1386-66
12 T wonorm 2 20 400 186-214 7000 3511-3489
13 Waveform 2 21 400 279-121 4600 3074-1526
14 Iris 3 4 120 40-40-40 30 10- 10-10
15 Breast-W 2 9 546 353-193 137 91-46
16 Bupa 2 6 276 119-157 69 26-43
17 P ima 2 8 615 398-217 153 102-51
18 g50 2 50 550 252-248 50 23-27
19 g10n 2 10 550 245-255 50 29-21
[13], here called N o -filte r in g , w ith  L aplace  instance filtering, and w ith the pop­
ular W ilso n ’s filtering algorithm . The la tte r one removes those instances th a t 
do not agree w ith the  m ajo rity  of its K nearest neighbors. We consider three 
instances of each algorithm  obtained by setting  the num ber K  of neighbors to
1, 3, 5, respectively, resulting in a to ta l of nine classifiers.
Cross validation is applied to  each datase t. Specifically, for each partition  of 
the datase t, each filtering algorithm  is applied to  the  tra in ing  set X  from which 
a subset S  is returned. The KNN classifier th a t uses only points of S  is applied 
to  the  test set.
4 .1  D a ta se ts
We consider 3 artificial datasets (Banana, g50c, g10n) and 16 real-life ones, w ith 
different characteristics as shown in Table 1. These datasets have been used in 
previous studies on model selection for (sem i)supervised learning.
Specifically, R aetsch’s binary  classification benchm ark datase ts  have been 
used in [22]: they  consists of 1 artificial and 12 real-life datasets from the UCI, 
DELVE and STATLOG benchm ark repositories. For each experim ent, the 100 
(20 for S p l ic e  and Image) partitions of each d a tase t into train ing and test set 
available in the repository are used here.
Two artificial binary  classification problems from C hapelle's benchm ark datasets 
[11], g50c and g 10n, are generated from two stan d ard  norm al m ulti-variate Gaus- 
sians. In g50c, the  labels correspond to  the Gaussians, and the  means are located 
in a 50-dimensional space such th a t the  Bayes’ error is 5%. In contrast, g 10n is 
a determ inistic problem  in 10 dimensions, where the  decision function traverses 
the centers of the  Gaussians, and depends on only two of the input dimensions. 
For each experim ent, the  10 partitions of each d a tase t into tra in ing  and test set 
available in the repository are used.
Finally, four standard  benchm ark datase ts  from the  UCI Machine Learning 
repository are used: I r i s ,  Bupa, Pima, and B reast-W . For each experim ent, 100 
partitions of each datase t into tra in ing  and test set are used. Each partition  
random ly divides the  d a tase t into train ing  and test set, equal to  80% and 20% 
of the data , respectively.
4 .2  R e su lts
Results of the experim ents are sum m arized in Table 2 (also p lo tted  in the first 
row of Figure 3). The tab le  contains average accuracy results of the algorithm s 
on each classification task, their average and m edian, the  outcom e of a paired 
t-tes t on the results of each classification task, and the outcom e of a paired 
W ilcoxon test on the  (average) results of the  entire set of classification tasks.
Results of a paired t-te s t a t a 0.01 significance level shows improved accuracy 
perform ance of Laplace (see row 'S ' in Table 2) on the m ajo rity  of the datasets. 
Application of the  non param etric W ilcoxon test for paired samples a t a 0. 01 
significance level to  the average results on the entire set of classification tasks, 
indicates th a t KNN w ith Laplace filtering outperform s the  o ther algorithm s.
In summary, the experim ental analysis indicates effectiveness of Laplace- 
based instance filtering and robustness w ith respect to  the presence of high 
num ber of variables, train ing  examples, noise and irrelevant variables.
We tu rn  now to  the experim ental analysis of classifier robustness w ith respect 
to  the  presence of class noise.
4 .3  R o b u stn e ss  to  C lass N o ise
In order to  analyze experim entally the  robustness of the m ethods w ith respect 
to  the presence of class noise in the  train ing set, all experim ents are repeated 
w ith modified train ing  sets. The new train ing  sets are obtained by changing the 
class labels of a given percentage 7  of random ly selected instances.
Figure 3 shows plots of the  average accuracy of the  nine KNN classifiers 
using the original da tase ts  and those obtained by adding 7 % class noise, w ith 
7  =  10, 20, 40. The Figure contains four rows, one for each value of 7  (the original 
train ing  set corresponds to  setting  7  =  0). Each row contains three plots, one for 
each value of K . Each plot shows average test accuracy of No-filtering, Laplace, 
and W ilson algorithm s for the specific value of K  and 7 .
In all the  considered cases, the  average test accuracy curve of Laplace dom ­
inates those of the  o ther two algorithm s, w ith more im provem ent for higher
Table 2. A(M) =  average (median) results over datasets. S =  + /-  number of times 
Laplace average accuracy is significantly better (+) or significantly worse (-) than the 
other algorithm, according to a paired t-test at 0.01 significance level. W =  a 
indicates Laplace significantly better than the other algorithm at a 0.01 significance 
level according to a Wilcoxon test for paired samples.
Laplace W ilson No-F iltering
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5
1 Banana 88.5 88.9 88.7 87.8 88.2 88.3 86.4 87.9 88.3
2 B.Cancer 70.6 73.0 74.2 69.4 73.4 73.6 67.3 68.5 71.2
3 Diabetes 73.9 74.0 73.8 72.7 73.2 73.6 69.9 72.4 72.6
4 German 74.0 74.0 73.1 73.0 73.9 73.9 70.5 73.1 74.1
5 Heart 81.6 82.6 82.9 80.6 82.0 82.7 76.8 80.5 81.8
6 Image 94.9 92.3 90.8 95.8 94.6 94.1 96.6 95.7 95.1
7 R ingnorm 67.3 63.2 61.0 54.8 51.2 50.6 64.9 59.5 56.7
8 F .S o la r 64.0 64.6 64.7 61.4 62.8 62.7 60.7 62.3 62.2
9 Splice 73.3 76.4 77.1 68.4 68.2 66.7 71.1 72.6 73.3
10 T hyroid 94.3 91.9 89.5 94.0 91.9 89.5 95.6 93.8 92.6
11 T itanic 77.2 77.0 77.2 67.3 72.5 74.5 66.9 72.3 74.0
12 T wonorm 95.5 96.6 96.9 94.1 95.9 96.4 93.3 95.5 96.2
13 Waveform 86.2 87.4 87.3 85.4 86.9 87.5 84.1 86.3 87.3
14 Iris 95.2 95.1 94.8 96.1 95.5 95.8 95.6 95.1 95.8
15 Breast-W 97.1 97.3 97.1 96.9 97.2 96.9 96.2 97.1 97.4
16 Bupa 65.8 69.2 68.4 63.5 67.0 67.4 61.2 64.3 66.5
17 P ima 72.5 74.2 75.0 69.6 73.1 73.8 67.3 69.9 72.0
18 g50 85.6 89.8 91.2 82.2 87.2 92.4 79.6 88.4 92.0
19 G10 74.6 79.0 80.8 74.0 79.2 80.0 75.2 78.4 78.2
A 80.6 81.4 81.3 78.3 79.7 80.0 77.9 79.7 80.4
M 77.3 79.0 80.8 74.0 79.2 80.0 75.2 78.4 78.2
s n / a n / a n / a 14/2 15/3 1 1 /2 13/2 7/3 11/5
w n / a n / a n / a + + + + + +
values of K . Indeed, in all these cases, KNN w ith Laplace filtering outperform s 
significantly the  o ther classifiers.
These results substan tia te  robustness of the Laplace-based instance filtering 
approach for KNN w ith respect to  the  presence of class noise.
5 C om parison w ith  O ther M eth od s
5.1  E d itin g  A lg o r ith m s
In order to  com pare the perform ance of the proposed m ethod w ith th a t of state- 
of-the-art editing algorithm s, we report in Figure 3 the test accuracy results of 
the 1 -NN classifier, achieved by the  sta te-of-the-art instance editing algorithm s 
recently investigated in [20]: Iterative Case F iltering  (ICF) [7], Decrem ental Re­
duction O ptim ization (DROP3) [32,33], and H it Miss Network E diting (HMN-EI) 
[20].
ICF first applies E-NN noise reduction iteratively until it cannot remove any 
point, and next iteratively  removes points. At each itera tion  all points for which 
the so-called rea chab ility  set is smaller th an  the coverage  one are deleted. The 
reachability of a point x consists of the points inside the largest hyper-sphere 
containing only points of the  same class as x. The coverage  of x is defined as the 
set of points th a t contain x in their reachability set.
DROP3 first applies a pre-processing step  which discards points of X  misclas- 
sified by their K  nearest neighbors, and then  removes a point x from X  if the 
accuracy of the KNN rule on the set of its associates does not decrease. Each 
point has a list of K  nearest neighbors and a list of associates, which are updated  
each tim e a point is removed from X . A point y is an asso c ia te  of x if x belongs 
to  the set of K  nearest neighbors of y. If x is removed then  the list of K  nearest 
neighbors of each of its associates y is updated  by adding a new neighbor point 
z, and y is added to  the  list of associates of z. The removal rule is applied to  the 
points sorted in decreasing order of distance from their nearest neighbor from 
the o ther classes (nearest enemy).
HMN-EI is an iterative heuristic algorithm  based on a directed graph-based 
representation of the  train ing  set, called hit miss network. Topological properties 
of such network are used for designing an iterative algorithm  th a t removes points 
considered irrelevant or harm ful to  the 1-NN generalization perform ance. The 
empirical error on the train ing set is used as criterion for term inating  the  iterative 
process.
Results in Figure 3 show th a t test accuracy of Laplace filtering is similar 
or b e tte r  th an  the one of these sta te-of-the-art m ethods. However, observe th a t 
editing algorithm s also reduce storage, while Laplace filtering is specifically de­
signed for removing critical instances. In order to  reduce also storage reduction, 
one could use Laplace instance filtering as pre-processing step, followed by the 
application of a com petence preservation algorithm , such as [1 ].
5.2  S V M  w ith  R B F  k ern els an d  o p tim iz e d  p a ra m eters
A family of classifiers different from KNN, whose tra in ing  process results in the 
selection of a subset of the train ing  set, are the Support Vector M achines (SVMs). 
They m ap train ing  points x into a higher (possibly infinite) dim ensional feature 
space by the function 0. T hen SVM finds a linear separating  hyperplane with 
the m axim al m argin in th is higher dim ensional feature space. Given a train ing  
set of real-valued instance-label pairs (x*, /(x*)),* =  1 , . . . , n  the support vec­
tor machines (SVM) [6,12] require the  solution of the following optim ization 
problem:
n
m in wT w +
w,b,£ i= 1
such th a t l(x i )(wT£(x*) +  b) ^  1 — & and ^  ^  0.
D a ta se t HMN-EI ICF DROP3 Laplace
Banana 88.6 86.1 87.6 88.5
B.Cancer 69.2 67.0 69.7 70.6
Diabetes 73.5 69.8 72.3 73.9
German 72.9 68.6 72.0 74.0
Heart 81.6 76.7 80.2 81.6
Image 92.7 93.8 95.1 94.9
R ingnorm 65.6 61.2 54.7 67.3
F.S olar 64.7 61.0 61.4 64.0
Splice 70.7 66.3 67.6 73.3
T hyroid 93.2 91.9 92.7 94.3
T itanic 76.0 67.5 67.7 77.2
T wonorm 95.9 89.2 94.3 95.5
Waveform 85.4 82.1 84.9 86.2
Iris 95.4 95.3 95.8 95.2
Breast-W 96.9 95.4 96.8 97.1
Bupa 64.5 60.9 63.1 65.8
P ima 71.7 67.9 69.4 72.5
G50 86.8 82.2 82.8 85.6
G10 79.2 73.0 75.0 74.6
A verage 80.2 76.6 78.1 80.6
M ed ian 79.2 73.0 75.0 77.3
s 10/2 18/0 13/0 n / a
w + + n / a
Table 3. Results of experiments on ML benchmark datasets of HMN-EI, ICF, DROP3, 
and Laplace filtering.
C  >  0 is the  penalty  param eter of the em pirical error term . Furtherm ore, 
K (x ,y )  =  £(x)T£(y) is called the kernel function. In particular, SVMs with 
Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel use K (x ,y )  =  e -CT||x-y|1 . The set of points 
w ith ^  >  0 are called support vectors. T hey uniquely identify the  separating  
hyperplane.
It is interesting to  investigate w hether the  use of Laplacian filtering as pre­
processing step  improves the perform ance of SVMs w ith RBF kernel and opti­
mized param eters.
To th is aim, the  experim ental evaluation described in the  previous section is 
used. Specifically, first cross-validation is applied to  search for the  given train ing  
set for the optim al values of the soft-m argin C  param eter and the RB F param eter 
a 1. Next, Laplacian filtering w ith K  = 1  and Euclidean distance is applied for 
discarding critical instances from the  train ing set. Finally, a SVM w ith RBF 
kernel is tra ined  on the selected instances, using the given optim al values for a  
and C.
1 In the experiments we use the Matlab functions implemented by S. Hashemi of 
LIBSVM’s library [10].
Results of experim ents are reported  in Table 4. The new train ing  sets are 
obtained by changing the class labels of a given percentage 7  of random ly selected 
instances. We consider 7  =  0, 20,40. Laplace filtering does not appear to  affect 
significantly the  test accuracy a t the  considered levels of class noise. This result 
is not very surprising, since SVMs w ith RB F kernel and ’optim ized’ param eters 
selection have in general good generalization accuracy in the presence of noise.
Table 4. Results of SVM/RBF with Laplace pre-processing (LAPLACE) and without 
(SVM-RBF) at different levels of class noise 7 .
Y 0 Y == 20 Y = 40
svm-rbf laplace svm-rbf laplace svm-rbf laplace
1 89.3 89.3 87.3 87.4 65.7 66.0
2 73.1 72.9 71.1 71.1 62.5 63.1
3 76.5 76.5 74.4 74.4 64.9 64.5
4 76.2 76.4 73.3 73.3 65.7 66.1
5 83.9 84.1 81.1 81.6 64.5 65.4
6 96.5 96.5 92.9 92.9 78.7 78.9
7 98.2 98.1 96.5 96.2 81.3 79.0
8 66.8 66.8 65.0 65.1 57.9 58.4
9 88.8 88.6 83.3 83.3 68.0 68.2
10 95.2 95.0 91.5 91.9 76.4 76.4
11 77.3 77.2 76.1 75.9 67.1 68.0
12 97.5 97.5 96.5 96.9 88.0 89.5
13 89.8 89.8 87.1 87.3 74.2 75.9
14 95.8 95.8 95.1 95.6 90.6 91.0
15 94.2 95.0 96.2 96.2 90.2 90.8
16 70.5 70.7 64.2 64.6 54.9 54.9
17 75.6 75.8 72.9 73.0 64.7 64.7
18 95.8 95.8 93.4 92.6 78.6 81.6
19 94.2 95.0 88.4 89.0 69.8 68.2
A 86.1 86.2 83.5 83.6 71.8 72.1
M 89.3 89.3 87.1 87.3 68.0 68.2
s 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 2/0
w
6 C onclusions and Future W ork
This paper in troduced a graph differential operator for scoring instances of a 
train ing  set. We showed how th is scoring is related  to  the flow of the  within- 
class density  in the between-class KNN graph, and observed em pirically th a t 
instances w ith negative score are close to  the class decision boundary  or are 
outliers. This observation m otivated the  design of a simple algorithm  for class 
noise instance filtering which removes instances having negative score.
We perform ed extensive experim ents on artificial and real-life da tasets and 
analyzed the test accuracy of KNN classifier w ithout filtering, w ith a trad itional 
filtering algorithm , and w ith Laplace filtering. The results indicated superior 
perform ance of Laplace filtering over the o ther algorithm s. Experim ents w ith 
modified train ing  sets obtained by perm uting the  class label of a percentage of 
their instances were conducted, to  investigate robustness of the approach to  the 
presence of class noise. Results of the experim ents substan tia ted  the  robustness 
of Laplacian filtering, which achieved significantly b e tte r  test accuracy perfor­
m ance th an  the o ther algorithm s, at each of the considered levels of class noise. 
Com parison of Laplacian filtering w ith state-of-the-art editing algorithm s indi­
cated sim ilar or improved generalization perform ance of the 1-NN.
Finally, we investigated w hether the  use of Laplacian filtering as pre-processing 
step improves the  perform ance of classifiers o ther th an  KNN. We considered 
SVMs w ith RBF kernels. These are related  to  NN m ethods, because each RBF 
measures the distance of a test instance to  one of the  train ing instances. SVM 
train ing  keeps certain  tra in ing  instances as support vectors, and discards o th ­
ers. In this way, SV M /R B F m ay be view as a com petence-enhancem ent filtering 
m ethod. Results of extensive experim ents seemed to  indicate no significant ef­
fect of Laplacian filtering on the generalization perform ance of SVM w ith RBF 
kernel. The benefits of noise reduction are much more apparent for kNN because 
it does not really have an induction step  and uses examples d irectly  for classifi­
cation. SVMs w ith RBF kernel and equipped w ith cross validation for selecting 
optim al values of the ir param eters, provide a ra ther powerful tool for selecting 
the centers and param eters of the R B F's, which is robust to  the  presence of 
noise.
In summary, these results show th a t Laplacian instance filtering provides a 
simple yet effective tool for improving accuracy perform ance of nearest neighbor 
classifiers.
We conclude w ith a discussion of issues and future research directions.
The Laplacian filtering algorithm  does not takes into account the  effect of 
removing one instances on the  rem aining ones. An adaptive approach, consisting 
in removing the instance having the largest negative score, and then  updating  
the score of the  rem aining instances, and so on, could possibly improve the 
effectiveness of the  algorithm . However, such an approach would increase the 
algorithm ic com plexity of the algorithm .
In the present algorithm , instances w ith negative Laplacian score are consid­
ered critical. Replacing such ”rule of the thum b” w ith an increm ental procedure 
for selecting a cutoff value will possibly have a beneficial effect. Such a procedure 
could be based on the leave-one-out error of the original train ing  set, using the 
KNN classifier w ith actual set of instances increm entally constructed  sta rting  
from a core subset consisting of instances w ith high score.
In those cases where the underlying m etric is corrupted  (e.g., due to  irrele­
vant features), instance selection m ethods th a t d irectly  depend on the  underlying 
sim ilarity measure, such as Laplacian filtering, m ay possibly fail to  improve the 
classification perform ance of the  KNN classifier. In such cases hybridization with
m etric learning techniques (cf. e.g., [17,16]), could help to  overcome th is draw­
back. In the  m etric learning approach the goal is typically to  change the m etric 
in order to  repair the  KNN classifier. We are investigating an hybridization of 
Laplacian filtering w ith W einberger’s et al. m ethod [30], for effective repairing 
of the m etric and removal of critical instances.
A nother im portan t issue in instance filtering is scalability. Recently, an in­
stance selection m ethod based on d istribu ted  com puting has been proposed for 
speeding up execution of the algorithm  w ithout affecting tra in ing  set accuracy
[2]. I t is interesting to  investigate w hether th is approach can be used also to  
speed up execution of Laplace filtering, in order to  allow its applicability to  very 
large datasets.
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